Flexible Equipment for Your Off-Site Production

Effective manufacturing based on your ideas

The Framer BASIC is a DIY delivery system
which minimizes investment and offers a
robust assembly system for all panel
types.

for all panel types.

Precise, reliable equipment for maximum productivity

Mounting tables add several key
advantages to your production
process:




The PROFI is an ideal framing solution for companies equipped with overhead
crane manipulation in the production floor. Made from heavy steel, the Framer
Profi is ready to perform under the most demanding work conditions.

Increased production volume without
increasing staff levels
Improved quality
 control




Robust heavy steel construction



Laser machined steel profiles



Capable of working with diverse panel shapes
from straight or sloping sections to narrow structures



Quick fixing and loosening of the frame with pneumatic clamps



Two working positions on one table with independent clamp pressure

The Soukup FRAMER LINE features open working space
designed to facilitate operator movement and material
placement. It allows maximum customization with
motorized width adjustment to produce wall, ceiling, or
floor panels of variable widths of up to 4m.




Removable extension for gable walls (800 mm)

Options

Robust heavy steel construction for continual industrial use

Ergonomically designed for easy movement and material handling
Integrated pneumatic pop-up rollers for optimal panel movement



Optional: Custom lengths and widths available to suit your production needs



Optional: Motorized steel belt conveyor system for easy movement of panels

Beam with stop pins for ceiling
and roof panels

Basic cross holder for
400 - 3000 mm panel widths

Universal pneumatic clamp

Stop for raster board

Clamp revolving board
for angled panel elements

Rollers for panel movement
Raster assembling board

Framing Equipment for the Housing Industry

The WING is a robust panel turn table designed for the manufacture of wall, floor and ceiling
panels. The Wing turns panels 900 or 1800 using a heavy duty hydraulic tilting mechanism
designed for repetitive, heavy lifting.
The WING has two basic components: a fixed table and a mobile table mounted on tracks.
Both work tables and the hydraulic tilting mechanism can be controlled by a single operator
via an electronically regulated control system. The working area comes standard with steel
rollers for an easy transfer of finished panels onto following workstations.




1 - moving the tables together

Cycle time: 180 turns in just 90 seconds

Heavy panel weight capacity- 1 ton per 6m length
Available in standard 6m - 9m - 12m
Custom dimensions are available on request

2 - tilting the work tables

5 - moving panels horizontally





3 - closing the tables and transferring the panel to
the second table

4 - opening the tables and moving the mobile
table to its working position

Increased workspace between tables
up to 1600 mm
Significant improvement in work ergonomics
Able to move even thick panels from 100 mm
all the way to 600 mm





Our tables are capable of performing hundreds of thousands
of cycles every year without dimishing in capability
The WING is compact and can double up in function and allow
the work station to be used as a framing table to optimize your
investment and floor space

COMPLETE TECHNOLOGICAL SOLUTIONS

Framing Equipment for the Housing Industry

Our equipment specializes in integrated crosscut saws, panel assembly, wall manipulation,
and panel storage. Our goal is to make it as simple, time-efficient, and cost-effective as
possible for producers to build, move, and store panels as they move through construction
and assembly.
We design our equipment to be as versatile and flexible as your needs are. Our designs
stand out for their robust, heavy gage steel construction that you can depend on to be
the backbone of your entire production.

An example of a panel framing facility
with a capacity of up to 50 family houses per year







CROSSLINE 650 G - automatic crosscut saw
FRAMER LINE – assembling table

WING – hydraulic tilt table

VERTICAL PANEL TRANSPORTER moves panels from the assembly tables
to the storage area
FINISHING LINE flexible and accessible storage
which allows access to both
sides of the panel

Complete project documentation



Individual customer solutions



offload track
vertical
panel transporter

buffer table
raw
materials

framer profi

wing “A”

wing “B”

vertical panel storage / finishing line
cutting line - crossline

Benefits of our Equipment








Reduced Framing Labor costs

Fast and safe handling of panels

Waste minimization

Optimized technical solution with uniform capacity across
all workstations
Scalable equipment which can grow with your production
Cost-effective, tailored solutions

Integrated Cross-Cutting

The Soukup CROSSLINE 500 automatic crosscut saw is equipped with a ø500 mm sawblade. This robust saw is fed via a
servo driven electronic loading pusher, and a static unloading table.
The machine can work in manual mode or work automatically using data from WinCreator or any major third party software.
The Crossline is capable of cutting in pairs, streamlining production. Cutting accuracy is guaranteed by two upper and two side
pneumatic clamps that secure the work piece while cutting.
When used in conjunction with data downloaded from WinCreator, the Crossline 500 becomes an integral part of the production control system, seamlessly integrating with other key machines which use the same data.

The Crossline 650 automatic crosscut
saw is equipped with a ø650 mm
sawblade mounted on a turntable which
allows angled cuts of up to ± 70°.



Saw blade diameter

500 mm

650 mm

650 mm



Cut angle

90°

20° - 160°

20° - 160°



Material length

6000 mm (8000)

6000 mm (8000)

13000 mm



Max. cutting height

120 mm

160 mm

160 mm



Feed speed

0 - 60 m/min

0 - 60 m/min

0 - 120 m/min



Saw blade motor

5.5 kW (7,5 HP)

7.5 kW (10 HP)

7.5 kW (10 HP)



Tolerance

0.5 mm/m

0.5 mm/m

0.5 mm/m



Dust extraction

100 + 120 mm

120 + 120 mm

120 + 120 mm



Touch screen control

7˝

12˝

12˝



Length

11960 mm

13350 mm

9500 mm



Width

1210 mm

1270 mm

1490 mm



Height

1590 mm

1805 mm

1900 mm

c u ttin g d iag ram fo r C ro sslin e 500

c u ttin g d iag ram fo r C ro sslin e 650 an d 650 G

This robust saw is fed via a servo driven
electronic loading pusher, and a static
unloading table.
Equipped with scanners, lumber is automatically detected as it is pushed into the machine.
The machine can work in manual mode or work automatically using data from WinCreator or any major third party software.
High cutting accuracy is guaranteed through the use of two upper and two side pneumatic clamps that secure the work piece.
After the material is positioned, clamped and saw angle set, the saw blade automatically rises to cut the work piece. After cutting,
material is then released and pushed out to the outfeed table.
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Lower Milling Unit - Optional





The Soukup CROSSLINE 650 G automatic crosscut saw is specifically designed for the preparation of material used in the
framing industry. It is equipped with a ø650 mm sawblade mounted on a turntable which allows angled cuts of up to ± 70°.
This robust saw is fed via a servo driven electronic continuous insertion system with unlimited input length. With the aid of
scanners, material is automatically detected as it is pushed into the machine.
The machine can work in manual mode or work automatically using data from WinCreator or any major third party software in
BTL format (Cadwork, Dietrich´s, Fine TRUSS, SEMA, MiTek, etc). Optional Label Printers are available to automatically label
elements for easy identification .
Optional CNC drilling, routing, and milling options available.

Milling aggregate for automatic production of grooves for top and bottom plates

Width of milling groove min 50 mm (according to tools)
Max depth of milling 20 mm

Increased structural stiffness and production capacity
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Easy and Safe Panel Movement

Framing Equipment for the Housing Industry

The Soukup FINISHING LINE is designed for vertical storage of wall panels. Our Finishing line is designed to
be a flexible storage space.

Transporter for fixed height panels

Vertical storage guarantees easy access to both sides of the panel, which allows for the installation of
plumbing, electrical, and mechanical components. The carriage system allows for an operator to easily
to
storepanels
aroundmanually
a weeks worth
move
down of
thepanel
track.production.

The TRANSPORTER specializes in material handling and the delivery of
panels from assembly tables to individual Finishing Line tracks.
The structure consists of a steel welded frame, which moves along a
transverse track. The panel is manually pushed into the frame and transversely moved to the designated position by an electric motor.

Transporter for variable
height panels
The final configuration of a finishing facility will depend on several parameters:













Available in standard lengths of 6 m - 9 m - 12 m
Motorized movement along transverse tracks

Smooth electronically controlled feed rate control
Control panel is relocatable
Load capacity 2000 kg

planned production capacity

maximum length of produced panels
level of panel prefabrication

handling equipment in the dispatch area
production area dimensions
material flow

Soukup America is a machinery company dedicated to two
distinct specializations: Production Machinery for Windows and
Doors, and Flexible Equipment for Your Off-Site Production.
Because we are first and foremost craftsmen, we never lose sight
of the details that separate a true quality piece from the rest,
whether we're designing a new framing line, or working with a
client to optimize their production of windows and doors. It's
why everything we build is "Inspired by Craftsmanship"- we build
machinery and equipment to enhance the creativity and ability of
our clients, rather than trying to replace it.
We dig into the entire process of production. When you work
with us, you can expect in-depth planning and project management that takes every relevant factor in your build process into
account. Because we take the long view, we build and design
equipment for each step in the production process.
Our attention to detail and personalized service doesn't end after
we travel to your shop to commission your new equipment.
Soukup America is a long-term partner for our clients, providing
detailed service and support on everything we supply. This
includes everything from spare parts to programming and
operating parameters. It's why so many of our clients choose to
continue to work with again us for their next upgrades and
expansions, and it's what we're most proud of as a company.

Soukup America Inc.
21 Parkway
Ridgway Colorado 81432
Phone: (855) 4-SOUKUP / (855) 476-8587
E-mail: info@soukupamerica.com
www.soukupamerica.com

